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In need of improving the UI for your 
Blazor-powered site? Click here to learn 
more about Progress Telerik UI for Blazor
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KlipTok Utilizes Telerik UI for Blazor to Help 
Twitch Users Discover Known and Unknown 
Clips from Prominent Streamers

Jeff Fritz, 
Community Program Manager, Microsoft

Results

DateRangePicker 
component to enable users 
to search for clips that 
streamed within a particular 
time period

The readily available UI 
components significantly 
speed up the development 
process as functionality is 
implemented and configured 
in less than an hour.

TileLayout components to 
build a dashboard interface 
for Twitch content creators, 
showcasing how users 
engage with their videos

Fully customizable 
interface allows Fritz 
to accommodate user 
requests without 
shifting his development 
priorities. 

Chart and radar graph 
components with built-in 
filtering options to visualize 
and analyze important data 
and provide insight into 
user behavior.

The Blazor controls 
guarantee KlipTok’s 
interface has the speed 
and interactivity people 
expect from a rich, 
modern application

Solution

COMPANY
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Progress Telerik UI  
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USA

KlipTok is a new video app that works alongside Twitch, the ever-
popular livestreaming platform, that enables Twitch users to search 
for popular clips of past or archived streams. Creator Jeff Fritz chose 
Progress® Telerik® UI for Blazor to power the UI of KlipTok and 
showcase the Blazor framework in action.

KlipTok needed better UI support with a toolset that 
was not only compatible with the Blazor framework, 
but one with robust features for a user-friendly and 
professionally looking interface.

Challenge
I feel confident in being able to 
rely in the output of the Progress 
Developer teams, that these 
components are going to be 
responsive enough to meet the goal 
of a responsive website that folks 
can really use.” 
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